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Abstract
This paper presents a fast high-order method for the solution of two-dimensional problems
of scattering by penetrable inhomogeneous media, with application to high-frequency configu-
rations containing (possibly) discontinuous refractivities. The method relies on a combination
of a differential volumetric formulation and a boundary integral formulation. Thus, in the
proposed approach the entire computational domain is partitioned into large numbers of vol-
umetric spectral approximation patches which are then grouped into patch subsets for local
direct solution; the interactions with the exterior domain are handled by means of a boundary
integral equation. The resulting algorithm can be quite effective: after a modestly-demanding
precomputation stage (whose results for a given frequency can be repeatedly used for arbi-
trarily chosen incidence angles), the proposed algorithm can accurately evaluate scattering by
configurations including large and complex objects and/or high refractivity contrasts, including
possibly refractive-index discontinuities, in fast single-core runs.
1 Introduction
This paper considers the problem of evaluation of wave scattering by penetrable inhomogeneous
media in the two dimensions. This is a problem of fundamental importance in a wide range of
applications, including underwater acoustics [7] and biological and medical imaging [26] as well as
seismology and geophysics [5,32], among others. In all of these applications, it is highly desirable to
utilize efficient and accurate numerical methods which can deal with arbitrary scattering geometries
and (often discontinuous) refractive index distributions, even in the high-frequency regime. As is
well known [20, 33, 34], this problem presents a number of challenges, as it requires use of large
numbers of discretization points and, for iterative solvers, increasingly large numbers of iterations
as the frequencies and/or refractive-index values increase. This paper proposes an algorithm which,
relying on use of spectral approximation patches organized in a multilevel fashion and a boundary
integral equation, together with, both, a multifrontal direct linear algebra solver [15] and the iter-
ative solver GMRES, and leveraging a smoothing technique that yields second-order convergence
even for discontinuous refractivities, can effectively solve challenging volumetric scattering problems
in fast single-core runs.
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Formally, the two dimensional forward scattering problem that we consider in this paper is de-
scribed as follows: given an incident time-harmonic acoustic wave ui satisfying free space Helmholtz
equation
∆ui(x) + κ2ui(x) = 0, x ∈ R2 (1)
and an open bounded inhomogeneities D = {x : n(x) 6= 1} ⊂ R2, where κ is the wave number of
the incoming wave ui and n(x) is the index of refraction which assume value one in R2 \D, find the
total acoustic field u that satisfies [14]
∆u(x) + κ2n2(x)u(x) = 0, x ∈ R2, (2)
and the scattered field us := u− ui satisfies Sommerfeld radiation condition
lim
r→∞
√
r
(
∂us
∂r
− iκus
)
= 0, (3)
uniformly in all directions, where r = (x21 + x
2
2)
1/2 and i =
√−1 is the imaginary unit. Throughout
this paper it is assumed that n(x) in (2) is a positive piecewise continuous function throughout R2.
Broadly speaking, the numerical methods available for the solution of this problem fall into three
different classes: (i) Differential equation based solvers; (ii) Integral equation based methods; and
(iii) Solvers based on combination of differential and integral equation where integral evaluation
required only on the boundary of computational domain.
Perhaps the simplest approach to solve the problem (2)-(3) is to replace the unbounded propaga-
tion domain by a bounded computational domain by introducing an artificial boundary containing
the scatterer D in its interior, and then solve the resulting problem by using finite element or finite
difference methods. Unlike other methods, these approaches yield a sparse linear systems but in
order to satisfy the radiation condition (3), they require use of absorbing boundary conditions of
some sort. The classical absorbing-boundary techniques [9,17,21] generally require use of a relatively
large computational domain for accuracy, and, thus, large number of unknowns and correspondingly
large linear systems. More recent approaches [22], allow the use of absorbing boundaries that lie
near the scattering boundaries domain at the expense of a degree of complexity in the algorithm.
Additionally, finite-difference and finite-element method in case for equation (2) generally suffer
from significant dispersion errors [6,8], and they lead to linear systems which require large numbers
of iterations if treated by means of iterative linear algebra solvers [18,19].
Another widely used approach to obtain the numerical solution of (2)-(3) is to solve its equivalent
Lippmann-Schwinger integral equation given by
u(x) + κ2
∫
D
Gκ(x− y)u(y)m(y)dy = ui(x), x ∈ R2, (4)
where Gκ(x) =
i
4
H10 (κ|x|), is the radiating fundamental solution of Helmholtz equation in the free
space and m(x) = 1 − n2(x) is the contrast function. This formulation offers several advantages;
notably this approach only requires discretization of the scattering region D; and the solutions thus
obtained automatically satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition (3). Additionally, equation (4)
is a Fredholm equation of second kind, therefore, upon discretization, the condition number of the
resulting linear system remains essentially constant as the discretization is refined. Unfortunately,
however, volumetric scattering methods based on integral equation formulations give rise to certain
difficulties, including
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1. As in all integral solvers, a specialized quadrature rule must be used to integrate the integrand
singularity accurately.
2. The resulting discrete linear systems are dense and non-Hermitian, and, thus, the solution of
the resulting systems by means of direct linear-algebra techniques is impractical except for
problems that are acoustically small.
3. A straightforward evaluation of the the action of the integral operator in (4) on the basis of
an N point discretization, which could be used in conjunction with an iterative linear-algebra
solver, requires a large computational cost, of order O(N2) operations per iteration.
4. Equation (4) is known to require very large number of iterations for convergence whenever
the frequency or the contrast function m(x) (or both) are large.
In recent years, a number of algorithms, including direct and iterative solvers, have been proposed
for the solution of Lippmann-Schwinger equation, for instance, see [2, 4, 11, 12, 16, 27, 29, 30] and
references therein. The simplest fast algorithms in this context, which relies on use of equidistant
grids and FFTs, only provide first order convergence in presence of discontinuous index of refraction.
For instance, the schemes introduced in [1, 16], provide fast high-order FFT-based methods for
smooth refractivities, but they fail to produce high-order accuracy in presence of discontinuous
refractive indices, and it requires large iteration numbers for high-frequencies and high refractivity
contrast. The algorithm introduced in [11] exhibits second order convergence in the presence of
discontinuous refractivity and has shown it’s applicability in dealing with some large frequency
problems, but this approach does not address problem 4 above, and, once again, the algorithm
requires large iteration numbers for large frequencies. The recent fast algorithms [3, 29] provide
convergence-order higher than 2 via special treatment at discontinuity boundaries, but they also
suffer from the problem described in point 4 above. Very recently preconditioning techniques with
computational cost O(N3/2) were introduced in [28, 33, 34]. These preconditioners were shown to
effectively reduce iteration numbers, even for high frequency problems. The performance of these
methodologies is highly dependent on the smoothness of the refractive-index function. No reports
have been provided in either theoretical, graphical or tabular form, on the numerical accuracy of the
solutions provided by these methods. Additionally, reference [28, Sec. 2.5] indicates that “neither
will the Nystro¨m method be able to give an accurate discretization scheme nor can the sweeping
factorization provide... an accurate approximating solution. Thus, for our preconditioner to work,
we require certain smoothness from the velocity fields”.
Methods which, like the one proposed in this paper, are based on a combination of a volu-
metric differential formulation, as well as an integral equation formulation for the physically exact
truncation of the computation domain, have also been proposed previously; see e.g. [24, 25] and
references therein. A direct solver based on this general idea, with computational complexity of
order O(N3/2), was introduced in [20]. The method achieves its favorable operation count by de-
composing the domain in a number of spectral square patches that are organized in a tree structure,
with a subsequent aggregation process whereby, the Impedance-to-Impedance (ItI) maps of indi-
vidual cells are recursively merged into ItI maps for larger and larger rectangular groups of cells.
Ultimately, when the computational domain boundary is reached a boundary integral equation is
used in conjunction with the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map (DtN) of the complete domain to enact the
interactions between the bounded scatterer and the exterior domain. This algorithm can effectively
treat high-frequency problems for which the refractivity is globally smooth—and, in particular,
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smoothly reaches the vacuum refractive-index value 1 at the scatterer boundary. The method has
not been applied to cases for which refractivity discontinuities exist, and it is expected that the
first-order accuracy would ensue in such cases.
The approach proposed in this paper is a fast hybrid direct/iterative method which requires small
numbers of iterations, which exhibits very low dispersion, and which, as discretizations are refined,
converges with high-order accuracy for smooth refractivity, and with second-order accuracy (and
low dispersion) in the discontinuous refractivity case. Our solver relies on a certain non-recursive
multi-scale direct solution technique for the volumetric interior problem that, like the method [20],
utilizes ItI maps between fine-scale spectral cells. But, unlike that contribution, the solution process
in the present case is completed by (non-recursive) applications of ItI maps at three different levels,
namely 1) Fine-scale cell groups; 2) Large-scale cell groups; and 3) Boundary cells. In the first two
cases the necessary linear algebra solutions are obtained by means of the multifrontal solver [15].
The third step, which is tackled by means of the iterative linear-algebra solver GMRES, is enacted
by incorporating a second-kind integral formulation in conjunction with an ItI map (instead of the
possibly singular DtN used in [20]). In particular, the existence and uniqueness theory presented
in the present paper, provides an affirmative answer to an open-question put forth in Section 6 of
the latter contribution, concerning the existence of a second-kind formulation which involves only
ItI maps, and not DtN maps.
As indicated in Section 3, the proposed hybrid direct/iterative strategy provides significant ad-
vantages over non-hybrid strategies where by either a fully iterative linear algebra solver is used, or
a generic direct fast sparse solver such as [15] is utilized. Indeed, a fully iterative solver would neces-
sarily require large numbers of iterations in order to account for the multiple scattering events that
take place at boundaries of discontinuity of the refractive-index function n. But, as demonstrated in
Section 4, the coupling to the boundary integral solver destroys the sparsity of the interior spectral
solver, and thus renders a sparse solution strategy ineffective. The hybrid strategy achieves the dual
goal of maintaining a low iteration count (since the boundary integral equation, which requires low
iteration numbers, is only equation that is solved iteratively) while maintaining sparsity.
The overall proposed formulation can of course be used in conjunction with any adequate linear
algebra solver for the volumetric portion of the algorithm, including the specialized Helmholtz direct
linear-algebra solver proposed in [20]. The resulting approach would thus accomplish three goals
which were left, in that reference, for future work, namely 1) Use of an exterior solver based on the
ItI (instead of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map); 2) Use of an overall formulation that is invertible
for all frequencies; and 3) Utilization of a overall formulation based on an iterative strategy for
the solution of the integral equation portion of the method. Alternatively, the present approach
enables use of any efficient sparse linear algebra solver, and it additionally provides, for the first
time, dispersionless higher-order convergence for discontinuous refractive index functions n.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first solver which can provide fast and accurate solu-
tions for high-frequency and/or high-contrast problems with discontinuous index of refraction while
maintaining second order accuracy. We have organized this paper as follows: Section 2 contain some
necessary preliminaries . Section 3 includes the detailed component of our algorithm. Further, to
illustrate the performance of our algorithm numerical results are presented in section 4. Finally, a
concluding remarks and a some possible directions for future research are discussed in section 5.
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2 Uniquely-solvable, second-kind integro-differential hybrid
formulation
As discussed in the previous section, the proposed numerical method is based on a reformulation of
the problem (1)-(3) as a combination of a differential equation formulation in a volumetric region and
a boundary integral equation formulation on the boundary of computational domain. To describe
the method we consider an open bounded “computational” domain Ω ⊂ R2 (that may, in practice,
be taken to equal a square or a rectangle) that contains the inhomogeneity: D ⊂ Ω. Then the
complete problem (1)-(3) is reformulated in terms of two main elements: 1) A Helmholtz equation
with variable coefficients in the volumetric region Ω and; 2) A boundary integral equation on ∂Ω
which couples the solution within Ω to the solution in the unbounded domain R2 \ Ω. In order
to proceed with this plan the following section first discusses a certain impedance-to-impedance
operators [20, 24,25] associated with the Helmholtz problems inside and outside Ω.
2.1 Interior and Exterior Impedance-to-Impedance operators
We define the interior and exterior impedance-to-impedance operators Tint and Text. In order
to define the the operator Tint : H
1
2 (∂Ω) → H 12 (∂Ω) we proceed as follows: given a function
φ ∈ H 12 (∂Ω), Tint[φ] is defined by
Tint[φ](x) = αu(x)− iκβ ∂u
∂ν
(x), (5)
where u ∈ H2(Ω) is the solution of the problem
∆u(x) + κ2n2(x)u(x) = 0, if x ∈ Ω, (6)
αu(x) + iκβ
∂u
∂ν
(x) = φ(x), if x ∈ ∂Ω, (7)
where, α, β ∈ R. The definition of Text : H 12 (∂Ω)→ H 12 (∂Ω) is entirely analogous: for φ ∈ H 12 (∂Ω),
Text[φ] is defined by
Text[φ](x) = αu(x)− iκβ ∂u
∂ν
(x), (8)
where u ∈ H2loc(Ω) is a solution of the exterior problem
∆u(x) + κ2n2(x)u(x) = 0, if x ∈ R \ Ω, (9)
αu(x) + iκβ
∂u
∂ν
(x) = φ(x), if x ∈ ∂Ω. (10)
2.2 Hybrid formulation
As is known [14, p. 70], the scattered field us over the exterior domain R2 \ Ω may be represented
by means of the Green formula
us(x) =
∫
∂Ω
(
∂Gκ(x− y)
∂ν(y)
u(y)−Gκ(x− y)∂u
∂ν
(y)
)
ds(y), x ∈ R2 \ Ω. (11)
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Further, utilizing the jump relations of the single- and double-layer potentials on ∂Ω we obtain
us(x) =
u(x)
2
+
∫
∂Ω
(
∂Gκ(x− y)
∂ν(y)
u(y)−Gκ(x− y)∂u
∂ν
(y)
)
ds(y), x ∈ ∂Ω. (12)
In view of the continuity of u and ∂u
∂ν
across ∂Ω we see that the total field u satisfies the following
hybrid problem on Ω:
∆u(x) + κ2n2(x)u(x) = 0, if x ∈ Ω, (13)
φ−
(
αu(x) + iκβ
∂u
∂ν
(x)
)
= 0, if x ∈ ∂Ω, (14)
1
4α
(I + Tint) [φ](x)−Aintext[φ](x) = ui(x) for x ∈ ∂Ω, (15)
where
Aintext[φ](x) =
∫
∂Ω
(
1
2α
∂Gκ(x− y)
∂ν(y)
(I + Tint) [φ](y)− 1
2iκβ
Gκ(x− y) (I − Tint) [φ](y)
)
ds(y).
(16)
is the Green formula in the exterior of Ω (that is, for xR2 \Ω)) on the basis of the interior ItI map
Tint.
It is easy to check that, given a solution of (2)-(3) and defining φ = αu + iκβ ∂u
∂ν
, the pair of
functions (u, φ) is a solution of the problem (13)–(15). As shown in the following section, further, the
problem (13)–(15) is uniquely solvable—and its solution must therefore coincide with the restriction
to Ω of the solution of the original inhomogeneous scattering problem 1–3. Once the solution of
(13)-(15) is obtained for x ∈ Ω, the scattered field us (and hence the total field u = ui + us) at
any point x ∈ R2 \ Ω can be easily obtained by utilizing the representation formula (11). In other
words, the hybrid integro-differential problem (13)–(15) is equivalent to the original inhomogeneous
scattering problem (2)-(3), as claimed.
2.3 Uniqueness
Theorem 1 (Uniqueness of solution for the second-kind hybrid volume-boundary formulation). Let
(u, φ) ∈ H2(Ω)×H 12 (∂Ω) denote a solution of (13)–(15) with ui = 0 on ∂Ω. Then (u, φ) = (0, 0).
Proof. Let (u, φ) denote a solution of (13)–(15) with ui = 0. Using the given function φ ∈ H 12 (∂Ω),
let uext ∈ H2loc(R2 \ Ω) denote the radiating solution of the uniquely solvable problem
∆uext(x) + κ
2uext(x) = 0, if x ∈ R2 \ Ω, (17)
αuext(x) + iκβ
∂uext
∂ν
(x) = φ, if x ∈ ∂Ω. (18)
Using the exterior ItI operator Text defined in (8) together with the Green representation for-
mula (11) for uext we obtain
1
4α
(I + Text) [φ](x)−Aextext[φ](x) = 0 for x ∈ ∂Ω, (19)
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where
Aextext[φ](x) =
∫
∂Ω
(
1
2α
∂Gκ(x− y)
∂ν(y)
(I + Text) [φ](y)− 1
2iκβ
Gκ(x− y) (I − Text) [φ](y)
)
ds(y).
(20)
is the Green formula in the exterior of Ω on the basis of the exterior ItI map Text.
Equation (15) and (19) can be recast in the forms
Tint[φ](x)
2
−
∫
∂Ω
(
∂Gκ(x− y)
∂ν(y)
− iηGκ(x− y)
)
Tint[φ](y)ds(y) = fφ(x), x ∈ ∂Ω, (21)
Text[φ](x)
2
−
∫
∂Ω
(
∂Gκ(x− y)
∂ν(y)
− iηGκ(x− y)
)
Text[φ](y)ds(y) = fφ(x), x ∈ ∂Ω, (22)
where
fφ(x) = −φ
2
+
∫
∂Ω
(
∂Gκ(x− y)
∂ν(y)
+ iηGκ(x− y)
)
φ(y)ds(y) (23)
and η = α/κβ. Clearly, Equations (21) and (22) are combined field integral equation of second kind
for the unknowns Text[φ] and Tint[φ] with same right hand side. Since, as is well known [14, p. 51],
these combined field integral equation admit unique solutions. Thus
Tint[φ] = Text[φ] or, equivalently αu(x)− iκβ ∂u
∂ν
(x) = αuext(x)− iκβ ∂uext
∂ν
(x) on ∂Ω. (24)
But, from (14) and (18) we see that
αu(x) + iκβ
∂u
∂ν
(x) = φ = αuext(x) + iκβ
∂uext
∂ν
(x),
and, therefore, using (24) it follows that
u = uext and
∂u
∂ν
=
∂uext
∂ν
on ∂Ω. (25)
Let us now define
Uφ(x) =
{
u(x) if x ∈ Ω
uext(x) otherwise.
(26)
In view (13), (17), and (25), and since uext is a radiating solution at infinity, it follows that Uφ
is radiating solution of the inhomogeneous Helmholtz problem (1)-(3) with throughout R2 with
ui = 0, and hence, Uφ must vanish identically—in view of the uniqueness [14] of H
2
loc solution of
the inhomogeneous problem (1)-(3). In particular, it follows that u = 0 in Ω and, thus, φ = 0 on
∂Ω, and the proof follows.
Having established the well posedness of the second-kind hybrid formulation (13)-(15), the next
section presents the proposed numerical algorithm for the solution of the hybrid volumetric integro-
differential formulation (13)–(15).
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3 Numerical algorithm
Following the algorithm outline presented in Section 2, let Ω = (−a, a)2 denote a square computa-
tional domain such that D ⊂ Ω. As indicated in Sections 1 and 2, the proposed algorithm consists
of two main components, namely 1) A spectral volumetric solver for the Boundary Value Problem
(BVP) (13)–(14) in the domain Ω with given impedance data φ ∈ H1/2(∂Ω); and 2) A solver for the
boundary integral equation (15) on ∂Ω, which couples the solution within Ω to the solution in the
exterior of that domain. (In order to achieve second-order convergence for discontinuous scatterers
the algorithm utilizes a Fourier-smoothing technique outlined in Section 3.1.1) The overall hybrid
approach is completed via an application of the iterative solver GMRES, as detailed in Section 3.3.
As mentioned in Section 1 the overall hybrid method meets the dual goals of achieving low iteration
numbers while maintaining the sparsity of the spectral matrix.
3.1 Volumetric boundary-value solver
In this section we describe our discretization and direct solution strategy for the BVP (13)-(14) for
given values of the impedance φ on ∂Ω. The presentation includes five subsections, covering Fourier
smoothing to enable second-order convergence even for discontinuous scatterers (Section 3.1.1);
Large-scale partitioning strategy into rectangular subdomains (Section 3.1.2); Fine-scale partition-
ing and Chebyshev discretization of rectangular subdomains (Section 3.1.3); Mapping of overall
impedance data into impedance data over the rectangular subdomain boundaries (Section 3.1.4),
and, finally, algorithmic description that orchestrates the aforementioned components into an ac-
curate and effective boundary value solver.
3.1.1 Fourier smoothing of discontinuous refractivity
First we point out that, by our uniqueness proof of the formulation (13)–(15), Lippmann-Schwinger
integral equation (4) is also equivalent to the problem (13)–(15). Algorithm presented in [23],
achieved second order convergence for the solution of the problem (2)-(3) by solving its equivalent
integral integral equation formulation 4. The key idea behind quadratic convergence rate was
the replacement of discontinuous contrast function m(x) = 1 − n2(x) by its truncated Fourier
series with the assumption that corresponding Fourier coefficients are either known analytically or
can be computed very accurately. As the problem (13)–(15) is equivalent to (4), and therefore,
same behavior is expected when similar treatment will be incorporated for the solution of the
problem (13)–(15). And, indeed, we will show in the numerical results, after incorporating this idea
we are getting second order convergence.
To apply this idea, we rewrite the equation (13) as
∆u(x) + κ2(1−m(x))u(x) = 0. (27)
While the contrast function m(x) is discontinuous in the computational domain Ω but it is also
compactly supported and piece-wise smooth in Ω. Therefore, Fourier series of m(x) will uniformly
converges to m(x) except at the region of discontinuity where it has sharp oscillations due to Gibbs
artifact. By mF (x), we denote the truncated Fourier series of m in Ω of period 2a in each dimension
and that can be read as
mF (x) =
F∑
`1=−F
F∑
`2=−F
c`1,`2e
pii
a
(`1x1+`2x2), (28)
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where x = (x1, x2) and the Fourier coefficient c`1,`2 is given by
c`1,`2 =
1
4a2
∫ a
−a
∫ a
−a
m(x1, x2)e
−pii
a
(`1x1+`2x2)dx1dx2. (29)
We assume that, coefficients c`1,`2 is known with high accuracy . Direct use of FFT for its compu-
tation is not recommended as it will give poor approximation owing to discontinuity m(x) in the
integration region [−a, a]2. A fast and accurate algorithm for evaluation of these Fourier coefficients
will be included in the final arXiv and archival versions of this manuscript. Now in equation (27),
we replace the function m(x) by its truncated Fourier series mF (x) in Ω (with highly accurate
Fourier coefficients!) to obtain
∆u(x) + κ2(1−mF (x))u(x) = 0. (30)
Now, in the scattering formulation (13)–(15), we replace equation (13) by (30) and the numeri-
cal solution of newly introduced formulation yield second order convergent solution to the original
problem (13)–(15), in spite of the low order approximation of m(x) by mF (x) and associated Gibbs
errors. Unlike the algorithm in [23], our griding strategy is not equidistant, therefore, a straight
forward evaluation of mF (x) at N points results in an order O(NF 2) computational cost. One can
easily expedite this computation by using FFT-refined trigonometric polynomial interpolation intro-
duced in [13] which is known to be high-order accurate while maintaining computational efficiency
and that we summarize as the following three step procedure:
1. Obtain the Fourier coefficients c`1,`2 accurately.
2. Evaluate the Fourier series mF (x) on much finer equidistant Cartesian grids. This step can
be easily performed using FFT by zero padding in the summation (28).
3. Construct local interpolating polynomials of a fixed degree using values mF (x) at finer grids
obtained in Step 2.
This procedure yield accurate interpolating polynomial that require negligible cost in contrast to
the total computational cost of the algorithm.
3.1.2 Volumetric discretization
This section presents the proposed direct solution strategy for the numerical solution of boundary
value problem (BVP) (13)–(14). As mentioned in the previous subsection, to deal with possible
discontinuities in the refractivity n(x), instead of BVP (13)–(14), the following modified BVP
∆u(x) + κ2
(
1−mF (x))u(x) = 0, if x ∈ Ω, (31)
αu(x) + iκβ
∂u
∂ν
(x) = φ if x ∈ ∂Ω (32)
is solved—which leads to second-order accurate approximations to the actual solutions of the original
problem (13)–(14). For the discussion in the present section we assume that the impedance data φ
in equation (32) is known on ∂Ω.
We wish to utilize a general purpose fast sparse direct solver, such as, e.g., the multifrontal
algorithm [15], for the solution of linear system arising as a result of discretization of BVP (31)-(32).
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The performance of these solvers is highly dependent on the sparsity pattern of the coefficient matrix
of the linear system. In view of this, we seek to approximate all necessary differential operators
in such a way that the resulting linear system is sparse. To obtain accurate solutions even for
large scale problems while maintaining sparsity we approximate the unknown functions u and its
needed derivatives by using local Chebyshev representations. The desired local approximations and
sparsity are achieved by breaking the problem (31)-(32) into a multiple boundary value problems in
the smaller subdomains contained in the overall computational domain Ω. The proposed algorithm
for the BVP solution is described in the rest of this section.
The proposed BVP solver proceeds by first splitting the complete computational domain Ω into
K2 square subdomains Ωp,q, p, q = 1, · · · , K such that Ωp,q ⊂ Ω, so that
Ω = ∪Kp=1 ∪Kq=1 Ωp,q.
Let up,q = u
∣∣
Ωp,q
, ∂u
p,q
∂ν
= ∂u
∂ν
∣∣
∂Ωp,q
. Now, we recast the problem (31)-(32) on each of the subdomains
Ωp,q ⊂ Ω as
∆up,q(x) + κ2(1−mF (x))up,q(x) = 0, if x ∈ Ωp,q, (33)
αup,q(x) + iκβ
∂up,q
∂ν
(x) = φp,q(x) if x ∈ ∂Ωp,q, (34)
where the function φp,q on ∂Ωp,q is the unknown which we wish to determine. At the common
boundary of each sub-domain the solution satisfies the transmission boundary conditions: the so-
lution and its normal derivative is continuous across the common boundary. Boundary impedance
data φp,q for each subdomain will be obtained from the global impedance data φ on ∂Ω and trans-
mission conditions along the common boundaries, as discussed below. To obtain, fast, accurate
and dispersionless approximation of the BVP (33)-(34), we utilize local approximations of u by
Chebyshev polynomials—as described in what follows.
3.1.3 Chebyshev patching, discretization and local approximations
For each p, q the subdomain Ωp,q is decomposed into a number of mutually disjoint square patches
Ωp,qi,j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ L such that Ωp,qi,j ⊂ Ωp,q and
Ωp,q =
L⋃
i=1
L⋃
j=1
Ωp,qi,j .
10
Figure 1: Computational domain Ω containing the inhomogeneity D and divided into four subdo-
mains. In this example, each subdomain is further subdivided into four Chebyshev patches. In each
patch, derivatives at a given point are approximated on the basis of function values along the line
passing through that point.
Now, for each p, q, we re-formulate the boundary value problem (33)-(34) as
∆up,qi,j (x) + κ
2(1−mF (x))up,qi,j (x) = 0, if x ∈ Ωp,qi,j , (35)
αup,qi,j (x) + iκβ
∂up,qi,j
∂ν
(x) =

αup,qi−1,j(x) + iκβ
∂up,qi−1,j
∂ν
(x) if x ∈ ∂Ωp,qi,j ∩ ∂Ωp,qi−1,j,
αup,qi+1,j(x) + iκβ
∂up,qi+1,j
∂ν
(x) if x ∈ ∂Ωp,qi,j ∩ ∂Ωp,qi+1,j,
αup,qi,j−1(x) + iκβ
∂up,qi,j−1
∂ν
(x) if x ∈ ∂Ωp,qi,j ∩ ∂Ωp,qi,j−1,
αup,qi,j+1(x) + iκβ
∂up,qi,j+1
∂ν
(x) if x ∈ ∂Ωp,qi,j ∩ ∂Ωp,qi,j+1,
φp,q(x), if x ∈ ∂Ωp,qi,j ∩ ∂Ωp,q.
(36)
where up,qi,j = u
p,q
∣∣
Ωp,qi,j
= u
∣∣
Ωp,qi,j
,
∂up,qi,j
∂ν
= ∂u
p,q
∂ν
∣∣
∂Ωp,qi,j
= ∂u
∂ν
∣∣
∂Ωp,qi,j
and where ν denotes the outward unit
normal vector.
We discretize the square patch Ωp,qi,j = [a
p,q
i,j , b
p,q
i,j ]
2 ⊂ Ω by a tensor product
N p,qi,j =
{
xp,qi,j,`,k
∣∣0 ≤ ` ≤ n1, 0 ≤ k ≤ n2} ,
of one dimensional Chebyshev meshes, where
xp,qi,j,`,k =
(
ap,qi,j + b
p,q
i,j
2
+
bp,qi,j − ap,qi,j
2
cos
(
pi`
n1
)
,
ap,qi,j + b
p,q
i,j
2
+
bp,qi,j − ap,qi,j
2
cos
(
pik
n2
))
.
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Thus, the computational grid in the subdomain Ωp,q is given by
N p,q =
L⋃
i=0
L⋃
j=0
N p,qi,j
and the overall grid points in the computational domain Ω is obtained as
N =
K⋃
p=0
K⋃
q=0
N p,q.
We denote the cardinality of the set N p,qi,j ,N p,q,N by Np,qi,j , Np,q, N respectively. At each grid point
xp,qi,j,`,k, we approximate the differential operators ∂/∂x, ∂/∂y and ∆ by spectral differentiation
matrices local to the patch Ωp,qi,j . Note that, in this approximation the only non-zero entries are those
which lie on the line passing through the point xp,qi,j,`,k. A pictorial illustration of this presented in
Figure 1. These approximations of derivatives by Chebyshev polynomial not only provide accurate
approximations even for large wavenumbers, but also, when used for discretization of (35)-(36), give
rise to sparse linear systems—suitable for treatment by sparse linear solvers such as the multifrontal-
based direct solver [15].
3.1.4 Approximation of impedance data on the subdomain boundaries
In each subdomain Ωp,q, BVP (35)–(36) can be solved by means of the method described in the
previous subsection provided the impedance data φp,q(x) is known on the boundary ∂Ωp,q. In this
section, we describe our algorithm for the computation of φp,q on ∂Ωp,q.
Let Nc denote the set of all grid points over all of the subdomain boundaries ∂Ωp,q, that is,
Nc = N ∩ Γ where Γ = ∪Fp=0 ∪Fq=0 ∂Ωp,q. (37)
We denote the cardinality of N , Nc by N and Nc respectively. Let g denote a vector whose entries
are the unknown impedance values φp,q(x) over all points in the discretization Nc.
We obtain the unknown vector g on Γ by solving the linear system
Ag = b, (38)
where A is an Nc × Nc square matrix and b is Nc × 1 vector whose equal zero, except for those
which correspond to the grid points lying on ∂Ω. Our methodology yields a sparse matrix A, and
therefore, equation (38) can be solved by means of a sparse linear algebra solver. Since the proposed
approach requires solutions of the system (38) for multiple right-hand sides, our algorithm computes
the LU factorization of this matrix once and stores it for repeated use.
The construction of the matrix A is straightforward, but this step is the most expensive part of
the proposed method. To obtain the jth column Aj of the matrix A we utilize impedance data φ
given by canonical basis vector ej of length Nc×1 whose jth all of whose entries vanish except of the
j-th one which is equal to one, and we solve the BVP (33)-(34) in each subdomain. We note that, as
the impedance data ej vanishes at the boundary of most subdomains, an actual solution procedure
needs only be performed in subdomains which contain a non-zero vector on the right-hand side.
Once we obtain the solution in the interior and boundary of subdomain we can easily compute the
Neumann data and hence impedance data on the interface ∂Ωp,q. We connect the solution of all
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subdomain by imposing continuity of impedance data on the interface of each pair of neighboring
subdomains. Then we construct the column vector Aj of A as follows: those entries of Aj which
correspond to the unknown on ∂Ω coincide with those in ej, and the remaining ones are equal to
the difference of impedance data on ∂Ωp,q coming from neighboring subdomains. We repeat this
process for each j = 1, · · · , Nc and thus obtain the full matrix A.
3.1.5 Volumetric solver: algorithm
The main components of the proposed solver algorithm can be summarized as follows.
1. For each p, q = 1, · · · , K, construct a matrix Ap,q using the algorithm described in Sec-
tion 3.1.3.
2. Corresponding to each discretization point xj ∈ Γ, take a canonical vector ej of size Nc × 1
such that the jth entry equals one and the rest equal zero. Then, by using the vector ej as
impedance data on Γ, extract the impedance data on ∂Ωp,q, which will be denoted by ψp,q.
3. If ψp,q is not a zero vector then compute the solution of the linear system
Ap,qUp,q = bp,q,
where bp,q = (ψp,q,0). Perform this step for each p, q = 1, · · · , K.
4. Impose the continuity of the impedance data across the common boundaries of each pair of
neighboring subdomains Ωp,q and save the resulting vector as a j
th column vector, say Aj of
matrix A, as described in Section 3.1.4.
5. Obtain the LU factorization of A and save it for repeated use.
6. Given impedance data φ on the boundary of computational domain ∂Ω, obtain the impedance
data φp,q on the boundary of subdomains ∂Ωp,q, for all p, q = 1, · · · , K by solving the linear
system
AX = b
where A is Nc ×Nc pre-computed matrix and right hand side b = (φ,0).
7. Finally obtain the solution in each subdomain Ωp,q by solving the linear system
Ap,qXp,q = bp,q,
where the right hand side bp,q = (φp,q, 0).
3.2 Spectral Approximation of the Boundary Integral Operator
The proposed algorithm utilizes a novel fast, high-order Nystro¨m scheme for the solution of the
boundary integral equation (15), and, thus, it suffices to describe an integration scheme that can
approximate accurately the integral operator in that equation. Since, as indicated in the previous
sections, the approximation grid in the interior of the volumetric region our is a union of piece-
wise Chebyshev grids, it is desirable for the underlying grid in the approximation of (15) to be
a subset of the volumetric interior grid: otherwise an additional fast and accurate interpolation
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procedure would be required for the evaluation of the integral density to the underlying quadrature
points. To eliminate such additional difficulties while preserving maximal accuracy, we have used
a two-dimensional analog of the rectangular polar integration scheme recently introduced in [10]
for the solution of surface scattering problems in the three dimensions. The resulting procedure is
described in what follows.
In a first stage, the the entire integration domain ∂Ω is covered by a set of non-overlapping
boundary patches {γp}Pp=1, each one of which is the image of the interval [−1, 1] via a smooth
invertible mapping ξp. Using this covering, the integral operator in (15) can be decomposed as∫
γp
(
∂Gκ(x− y)
∂ν(y)
η(y)−Gκ(x− y)ζ(y)
)
ds(y) =
P∑
p=1
Ip(x),
where
Ip(x) =
∫
γp
(
∂Gκ(x− y)
∂ν(y)
η(y)−Gκ(x− y)ζ(y)
)
ds(y). (39)
Using the parameterization ξp the integral (39) can be expressed in the form
Ip(x) =
∫ 1
−1
(
∂Gκ (x− ξp(t))
∂ν (ξp(t))
η (ξp(t))−Gκ (x− ξp(t)) ζ (ξp(t))
) ∣∣∣∣∂ξp∂t
∣∣∣∣ dt, (40)
An adequate choice of a methodology for the accurate evaluation of (40) depends on the relative
position of the target point x with respect to the integration patch γp. If target point x is sufficiently
away from γp then the integrand in (40) is smooth and can be integrated with high-order accuracy
by means of any high-order quadrature rule. On the other hand, if the target point is either close
to or within the integration patch, the whole integrand either singular or near singular, and hence
a specialized quadrature rule must be used for its accurate evaluation. Thus, depending upon the
distance from the target point to the integration patch, the integration method consists of three
different methods:
Evaluation of non-singular integrals: For target points x sufficiently far from the integration
patch we use the Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature which, as is known, enjoys high-order convergence
for smooth integrands [31], and whose discretization may be taken to coincide with the restriction
of the volumetric discretization to ∂Ω..
Evaluation of singular integrals: For target point x in the integration patch, the accurate ap-
proximation of (40) becomes challenging in view of the integrand singularity. To deal with this
difficulty, we first replace the density function η and ζ in (40) by its Chebyshev expansion and we
thus obtain
Ip(x) =
N∑
`=1
c`I
1
p,`(x) +
N∑
`=1
d`I
2
p,`(x), (41)
where
I1p,`(x) =
∫ 1
−1
∂Gκ (x− ξp(t))
∂ν (ξp(t))
T`(t)
∣∣∣∣∂ξp∂t
∣∣∣∣ dt, (42)
I2p,`(x) =
∫ 1
−1
Gκ (x− ξp(t))T`(t)
∣∣∣∣∂ξp∂t
∣∣∣∣ dt, (43)
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and where T` is the Chebyshev polynomial of degree `. The Chebyshev coefficients c`, d` can be
obtained accurately in a fast way by means of FFT. Note that the integral in equations (42) and (43)
does not depend on the density, and therefore, may be computed only once and stored for repeated
use. In addition to this, evaluation of these integrals does not require interpolation, even if refined
meshes are used for their evaluation, as they are analytically known in the complete domain of
integration. However, evaluation of these integrals present certain difficulties owing to the weakly
singular character of the integral kernel. To resolve the integrand singularity in equations (42) and
(43) we utilize changes of variable whose Jacobian vanishes along with several of its derivative at
the singularity point. The idea is not limited to the specific kernel presently under consideration,
and it can be readily incorporated for a general class of weakly singular kernels. Thus, we present
our discussion in that general context.
Letting
I`(x) =
∫ 1
−1
Hκ (ξp(t0)− ξp(t))T`(t)
∣∣∣∣∂ξp∂t
∣∣∣∣ dt, (44)
where x = ξp(t0) and Hκ (ξp(t0)− ξp(t)) is any weakly singular kernel, we re-express I` in the form
I`(x) =
∫ t0
−1
Hκ (ξp(t0)− ξp(t))T`(t)
∣∣∣∣∂ξp∂t
∣∣∣∣ dt+ ∫ 1
t0
Hκ (ξp(t0)− ξp(t))T`(t)
∣∣∣∣∂ξp∂t
∣∣∣∣ dt. (45)
Both the first and second integrands in (45) are singular at t = t0. To resolve the singularity we
use the change of variables [14]
τ = t0 − 1 + t0
pi
ωk
[pi
2
(−t+ 1)
]
and
τ = t0 +
1− t0
pi
ωk
[pi
2
(t+ 1)
]
in first and second integrals in (45), respectively. Here,
ωk(s) = 2pi
[v(s)]k
[v(s)]k + [v(2pi − s)]k , 0 ≤ s ≤ 2pi,
where
v(s) =
(
1
k
− 1
2
)(
pi − s
pi
)3
+
1
k
(
s− pi
pi
)
+
1
2
,
and k > 1 is an integer. It is easy to check that the Jacobians of these change of variables vanishes
up to order k − 1 at the singular point t = t0, which renders smooth integrand which can be
integrated to high-order by means of the Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature.
Evaluation of near-singular integrals: This case arises when the target point x is “very close” to,
but outside the integration patch γp. In this case, while the integrand in (40) is, strictly speaking,
non-singular, its numerical integration poses similar challenges to the singular case. To alleviate
this issue, we project the target point into the closest point to it on the integration patch and
then follow the same strategy used for singular integration by treating the projection point as the
singular point.
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3.3 Overall hybrid solver
The main lines of the proposed method are presented in what follows:
1. Replace the discontinuous refractivity n2(x) in equation (13) by its Fourier smoothing 1 −
mF (x) as discussed in subsubsection 3.1.1.
2. Construct an initial guess for the impedance data φ in equation (14) and solve the BVP (13)–
(14) by means of the direct solution technique discussed in Section 3.1.2.
3. Using either the solution obtained in step 2 or any improved guess for φ produced by the
linear-algebra solver GMRES, compute the action of impedance operator Tint on φ to obtain
(I + Tint)[φ] and (I − Tint)[φ] on ∂Ω.
4. Evaluate Aintext[φ] as well as the left hand side of equation (15), on the discretization of ∂Ω, for
the density values (I + Tint)[φ] and (I − Tint)[φ].
5. Provide the resulting residual (equal to the difference between the left-hand and the right-
hand sides in (15) to the GMRES algorithm, to obtain a new approximation for the density
φ.
6. Check for convergence to a given prescribed tolerance, and iterate by returning to step 3 until
convergence is achieved.
4 Numerical results
This section presents numerical tests and examples that demonstrate the performance of the scat-
tering solvers introduced in the Section 3, with an emphasis on problems containing discontinuous
refractivities. All numerical results presented in this section were produced by means of a C++
implementation of the algorithms described in Section 3, together with the Multifrontal solver for
the solution of linear system at different steps of the algorithm, on a single core of an Intel i7-4600M
processor. The relative error (in the near field) reported here are computed according to
ε∞ =
max
1≤i≤N
|uexact(xi)− uapprox(xi)|
max
1≤i≤N
|uexact(xi)| .
In all of the tabulated results, the acronym “numIt” denotes the number of GMRES iterations
required to achieve the desired accuracy and “Order” denotes the numerical order of convergence.
Example 4.1. (Spectral Convergence for Boundary Integral Operator)
This example illustrates the spectral convergence of the proposed rectangular integration tech-
nique (proposed in Section 3.2). For our example we evaluate numerically the integral
2
∫
∂Ω
{
Gκ(x− y)∂u(y)
∂n(y)
− Gκ(x− y)
∂n(y)
u(y)
}
dy, (46)
for x ∈ ∂Ω and with density u = ui (where ui is the solution of free space Helmholtz equation (2))—
for which the exact value of the integral is known. To demonstrate the spectral convergence we have
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computed the integral (46) over the boundary of square region Ω = {(x, y)|−1.5 ≤ x, y ≤ 1.5} with
ui(x) = eiκx and κ = 5pi, over successive discretizations; the corresponding results are tabulated in
Table 1.
N #of Patches κ ∞ Order
6 8 5pi 2.72e-00 -
12 8 5pi 5.11e-01 2.41e+00
24 8 5pi 2.74e-03 7.54e+00
48 8 5pi 3.89e-08 16.10e+00
96 8 5pi 4.94e-11 9.62e+00
192 8 5pi 1.16e-13 8.73e+00
Table 1: Convergence study. Errors are reported for the rectangular integration method introduced
in Section 3.2. Numerical errors were obtained by comparison against closed-form exact values.
The proposed integration scheme additionally remains accurate for arbitrarily large frequencies.
To illustrate this, we have computed integral (46) for various wavenumbers; the corresponding
results are tabulated in Table 2 for experiments with a fixed number of points per wavelength.
Table 2 shows that, as claimed, the proposed scheme does not deteriorate as the wavenumber is
increased while keeping a constant number of points per wavelength.
N # of Patches κ PPW Rel. Error
30 12 10pi 6 2.34e-05
30 24 20pi 6 2.60e-05
30 48 40pi 6 2.65e-05
30 96 80pi 6 2.91e-05
30 192 160pi 6 3.00e-05
30 384 320pi 6 3.11e-05
Table 2: Illustration of the proposed spectrally accurate integration scheme for large wavenumbers
with a fixed number of points per wavelength.
Example 4.2. (Scattering by Circular Inclusion )
In this example, we corroborate the expected quadratic convergence of the overall algorithm for
penetrable inhomogeneous media with discontinuous refractivity via an application to the canonical
problem of scattering by a circular (cylindrical) domain. For this experiment the diameter of the
circular inhomogeneity equals two and we have selected n2(x) = 2 for x ∈ D and one otherwise,
and an incident wave of the form ui(x) = J0(κ|x|), where κ = 5 and where J0 is the Bessel function
of the first kind of order zero. With this incident wave the solution of the problem (2)-(3) can be
computed analytically [4]. For the sake of comparison we have computed the numerical solution with
and without Fourier smoothing for different levels of discretization; the corresponding numerical
results are presented in Table (3). As indicated above, these results clearly corroborate the quadratic
convergence of the algorithm for discontinuous refractivity profiles. We also see that, by Fourier
smoothing of discontinuous refractivity we have achieved significant accuracy in the solution.
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n1 × n2 # of Patches κ Rel. Error(Without FS) Rel. Error(With FS) Order
11× 11 2× 2 5pi 8.31e-01 8.44e-01 -
11× 11 4× 4 5pi 1.12e-01 9.66e-02 3.12
11× 11 8× 8 5pi 4.60e-02 1.30e-02 2.89
11× 11 16× 16 5pi 5.65e-03 2.04e-03 2.67
11× 11 32× 32 5pi 4.46e-03 3.28e-04 2.64
11× 11 64× 64 5pi 1.37e-03 4.46e-05 2.87
11× 11 128× 128 5pi 4.02e-04 9.74e-06 2.19
Table 3: Convergence Study: Illustration of the quadratic convergence of the proposed algorithm
from a problem of scattering by a circular inclusion of diameter two with ui(x) = J0(κ|x|) and
n2(x) = 2 if x ∈ D and one otherwise.
Our algorithm can also deal with large scale frequency problems. To demonstrate this we
present Table 4 which contains numerical results corresponding to certain large-scale discontinuous
refractivity problems. This table shows that the proposed method achieves accuracies of the order
of three digits for a discontinuous-refractivity the scatterer whose diameter is 97 · λint, where λint
denotes the wavelength in the high refractivity region. (Note that λint =
2pi
nκ
d, where d is the
diameter of the inhomogeneity.)
κ # of λint PPW Rel. Error # Iter. Time(Sec.)
pre-comp per. It.
100 32 12 2.49e-03 41 130 .5
200 64 13 1.51e-03 45 1427 1.99
300 97 11 5.74e-03 135 2286 2.83
Table 4: High-frequency scattering problem. Numerical solution for a problem of scattering by a
circular inclusion of diameter one with ui(x) = J0(κ|x|) and n2(x) = 4 for x ∈ D and one otherwise.
The numerical errors are evaluated by comparison against the exact analytical solution.
Figure 2 displays simulation results for ui(x) = exp(iκx), κ = 100 and n2(x) = 3 for x ∈ D and
one otherwise, where D is a circular inclusion of unit diameter. In terms of interior wavelength, the
diameter of inhomogeneity is 55λint. Using 12 points per wave length the method achieves three
digits of accuracy in the near field in a nine-minute single-core computation.
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(a) Real part of the total Field u. (b) Absolute value of the total field u.
Figure 2: Scattering of a plane wave exp(iκx) by a penetrable circular inclusion with diameter
equal to 56λint and n
2(x) = 3 if x ∈ D and one otherwise, where D is the circular inclusion of unit
diameter. Using 12 points per wavelength the algorithm produced three-digit accuracy in a nine
minutes single-core computation.
Example 4.3. (Scattering by Gaussian Refractivity )
The proposed algorithm is not restricted to constant material properties, of course, and our
next example demonstrates the properties of the solver when applied to a scatterer containing
continuously variable material properties as well as discontinuities across the material interface.
The interior refractive-index function selected is the Gaussian function
n2(x) =
{
3 + 2e−4|x|
2
if x ∈ D,
1 otherwise,
(47)
where D is circular inclusion of unit radius. To study the convergence behavior, once again, we
compute the total field u under the plane wave incidence ui(x) = exp(iκx). Since analytical solutions
are not available in this case, we use numerical solution obtained on a finer grids for reference.
The numerical results reported in Table 5 once again illustrate, in particular, the quadratic
convergence of the algorithm.
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n1 × n2 # of Patches κ Rel. Error(Without FS) Rel. Error(With FS) Order
11× 11 2× 2 2pi 4.66e-02 4.60e-02 -
11× 11 4× 4 2pi 1.55e-02 8.19e-03 2.49
11× 11 8× 8 2pi 6.64e-03 3.43e-03 1.25
11× 11 16× 16 2pi 4.19e-03 2.43e-04 3.81
11× 11 32× 32 2pi 5.21e-04 8.09e-05 1.57
11× 11 64× 64 2pi 3.74e-04 1.60e-05 2.33
Table 5: Convergence Study: Illustration of quadratic convergence of the proposed algorithm for
scattering by a Gaussian refractivity scatterer given in (47). An incident plane wave incoming from
the positive x-axis was used.
Figure 3 displays results of the Gaussian refractivity experiment. For the case depicted in the
figure the diameter of inhomogeneity is 36λint, for which the algorithm achieved three-digit accuracy
in the near field by using 12 points per wavelengths in a four minute single-core computation.
(a) Gaussian Refractivity. (b) Real part of u (c) Absolute value of u
Figure 3: Scattering of a plane wave exp(iκx) by a the Gaussian refractivity profile (47) with
κ = 50. Using 12 points per wavelength the algorithm produced three-digit accuracy in a four-
minute computation.
Example 4.4. (Scattering by geometries containing corners and cusps)
None of the algorithmic components, nor the resulting accuracies in the proposed method,
are constrained in any way by the geometry of the scatterer. Without any additional effort, the
approach can easily deal with arbitrarily complicated geometries. To demonstrate this, we consider
two additional geometries, containing corner- and cusp-singularities, respectively. Once again the
accuracy of any one solution is evaluated by comparison with results obtained on finer grids. In
both cases we compute the near field solution u under the plane wave incidence ui(x) = exp(iκx).
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n1 × n2 # of Patches κ Rel. Error Order
12× 12 4× 4 6pi 6.66e-02 -
12× 12 8× 8 6pi 7.72e-03 3.10e+00
12× 12 16× 16 6pi 1.17e-03 2.72e+00
12× 12 32× 32 6pi 1.12e-04 3.38e+00
12× 12 64× 64 6pi 1.13e-05 3.30e+00
Table 6: Convergence Study: Illustration of quadratic convergence of the proposed algorithm for a
geometry containing a corner singularity.
Table 6 presents numerical results for the problem of scattering by the scatterer geometry de-
picted in Figure 4(a), with n2(x) = 2 if x is lies in the inhomogeneity region D and one otherwise.
The computed near field for κ = 50, which was determined to be accurate up to four digits, is
displayed in Figure 4(b). Table 7, in turn, presents numerical results for the scatterer depicted in
Figure 5(a), which equals the region contained between four unit discs centered at (1,1), (1,-1),(-1,1)
and (-1,-1) respectively. For this experiment we have taken n2(x) = 2 if x ∈ D and one otherwise.
Figure 5(b) displays the near field for the same geometry with κ = 20pi and n2(x) = 16 if x ∈ D and
one otherwise—thus yielding a scatterer 80λint in size. A two-digit accurate solution was obtained
using merely nine points per wavelength in this case.
n1 × n2 # of Patches κ Rel. Error(With FS) Order
12× 12 2× 2 4pi 4.95e-01 -
12× 12 4× 4 4pi 4.80e-02 3.36
12× 12 8× 8 4pi 9.46e-03 2.34
12× 12 16× 16 4pi 1.79e-03 2.40
12× 12 32× 32 4pi 3.56e-04 2.32
12× 12 64× 64 4pi 6.33e-05 2.49
Table 7: Convergence Study: Illustration of quadratic convergence of the proposed algorithm for a
geometry containing a cusp singularity.
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(a) Square shape geometry (b) Absolute value of the total field u.
Figure 4: Scattering by a geometry containing corner singularities, with n2(x) = 2 for x ∈ D and
one otherwise. For this experiment the incident field ui(x) = exp(iκx) with κ = 50 was used. Four
digits of accuracy were obtained in the near field solution.
(a) Star-shaped geometry with cusp (b) Absolute value of total field u
Figure 5: Scattering by a geometry containing cusp singularities, with n2(x) = 16 if x ∈ D and one
otherwise. For this experiment the incident field ui(x) = exp(iκx) with κ = 20pi was used. Two
digits of accuracy were obtained in the near field solution on the basis of nine points per interior
wavelength.
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5 Conclusions
This paper introduced a new methodology for solutions of two-dimensional problems of scattering
by penetrable inhomogeneous media with possibly discontinuous refractivity. The solver achieves
high-order convergence for smooth refractivities and, to the best the of our knowledge, it is the
first direct solver which gives second order convergence for discontinuous refractivity which has
been demonstrated for problems of high-frequency. Without extra additions the method can easily
handle scatterers with geometric singularities such as corners and cusps. So far, we have considered
only inhomogeneous scattering by acoustic waves. Extensions to electromagnetic and elastic wave
scattering problems, as well as three-dimensional configurations are envisioned.
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